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Flexible hose
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5. Installation steps
A. Pre-embed waterway and mark the position

1. Determine the position of floor mounted bath mixer,
spout should be in the range of bathtub. Pre-embed

    the waterway (refer to above diagram).

  

3. Place the mounting seat in the middle of the two water inlets,
    mark the holes of bolts.   

2. Using screws to fasten standpipe C 
    and mounting seat G.
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4. Drill - knock in expansion bolt - pre-tight - remove nut and washer

②

③

1. Fit the cover plate E to the standpipe.
2. From underneath the mounting seat, feed the flexible hoses B thought the standpipe. 

       Remarks: screw hose (with red label one) into the thread hole in the front to ensure when
                       open mixer and turn the handle forward for hot water, backward for cold water. 
   

Diameter of the hole: 8mm
Depth of the hole: 30mm

Note：Bolts need above the ground 20mm.

B. Assembly standpipe 
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C. Fixation and water way connection

1. Fix the mounting seat then tighten 
    bolts firmly by using a spanner.

2. Connect the water supply - push down cover plate over the 
mounting seat gently.

①

Note: put flexible hose (with red label one)

3. Assembly the mixer A and standpipe C.

 Fit the flexible hoses to the mixer A, then tighten. 

through out thte right hand side of  
the mounting seat

Note: connect flexible hose (with red label one)
to the left water supply - hot water   
 

Note: connect another flexible hose to  
the right water supply - cold water



D. Assembly hand shower
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6. Checking after Installation
Turn on the water supply and check all the connections to ensure there are no leaks.

a. Handle turns forward for hot water, backward for cold water, and in    the middle position is mixed water. Pull out diverter 
    to operate shower, push in diverter to operate spout.
b. Please do not touch the spout to avoid scalding when using hot water.

 

The materials and workmanship of this Tapware is of high quality and in order to maintain its appearance it is important 
not to wipe with abrasive cleaners. Cleaning of this product should only be done with warm soapy water on a regular 

 
 

8. Care and Maintenance

7. Instructions

basis.




